
AGUEDA I. JOHNSTON MIDDLE SCHOOL COUNSELING PACKET #5 SY 20-21 
 

Hafa adai pirates!      Tuesday, November 10, 2020 

Your pirate counselors have provided the attached packet for EVERYONE, for ALL students and adults in our school 
community. Please continue to know that you are all in our hearts, minds and prayers.  

Please do not overwhelm yourselves with our information and lessons during these challenging times. All you need 
to do is read and learn two pages of information/activity sheets per school day. For those viewing any worksheets 
provided electronically, please use a blank paper to fill in your answers to the activities.  

*DO NOT RETURN ANY OF THE ACTIVITY SHEETS IN THESE PACKETS TO THE COUNSELORS. 
THESE ARE PROVIDED SIMPLY FOR YOU TO LEARN FROM AND ENJOY. 

*IF you haven’t already done so, please read and sign (students and parents) the school counseling forms and 
turn it into the school during the next hard copy dates or email it to aijmslibrary@gdoe.net. 

The WestCare Project Isa-Ta program needs more interested online and hard copy 6th and 7th 
grade students. Although the deadline has passed, we are still accepting applications. 

The University of Guam Educational Talent Search (ETS) program is ongoing for ALL interested 
8th grade students. Please turn in your applications ASAP. 

The XAP Choices360 program will still be offered to ALL online students. Please be checking 
your gdoe student emails for information. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please email your pirate counselors below: 

Ms. Debra Mariano (6th grade counselor): drmariano@gdoe.net 

Ms. Vicky Cruz (7th grade counselor): vcruz@gdoe.net 

Mrs. Mirafeliza Hernandez-Bautista (8th grade counselor): mirafeliza.hernandez@gdoe.net 

For immediate assistance, please contact the community resources below: 
 
Guam Behavioral Health & Wellness Center  

Crisis Line: (671) 647-8833    Child Adolescent Services Division/I Famagu'on-ta: (671) 477-5338                     
Rape Crisis Intervention: (671) 647-5351    Email: care@gbhwc.guam.gov    Website: https://gbhwc.guam.gov/  
 
Child Protective Services 

(671) 475-2672 (671) 475-2653      Email: https://dphss.guam.gov/contact-us-2/                                           
Website: https://dphss.guam.gov/child-protective-services-section/ 
 
Isa Psychological Services Center 

(671) 735-2883     Email: isa@triton.uog.edu                                                                                                                                                    
Website: https://www.uog.edu/schools-and-colleges/college-of-liberal-arts-and-social-sciences/isa/index.php  

**ATTACHED YOU WILL FIND A FULL SHEET OF COUNSELING REQUEST SLIPS. PLEASE 
FILL OUT THE SLIPS AS NEEDED AND RETURN THEM WITH YOUR HARD COPY 
PACKETS WHENEVER YOU NEED ASSISTANCE FROM YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR. 



                                                    

I would like to talk with a pirate counselor.          I would like to talk with a pirate counselor. 
Full Name: _________________________________                    Full Name: _________________________________ 
Grade level: ______       Grade level: _______ 
Contact Preference:       Contact Preference: 
__ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet                    __ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet 
Contact Info:        Contact Info: 
Email address ____________________________   Email address ____________________________ 
Phone number ____________________________                   Phone number ____________________________ 
 
 
 

                                                    

I would like to talk with a pirate counselor.          I would like to talk with a pirate counselor. 
Full Name: _________________________________                    Full Name: _________________________________ 
Grade level: ______       Grade level: _______ 
Contact Preference:       Contact Preference: 
__ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet                     __ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet 
Contact Info:        Contact Info: 
Email address ____________________________   Email address ____________________________ 
Phone number ____________________________                   Phone number ____________________________ 
 
 

                                                    

I would like to talk with a pirate counselor.          I would like to talk with a pirate counselor. 
Full Name: _________________________________                    Full Name: _________________________________ 
Grade level: ______       Grade level: _______ 
Contact Preference:       Contact Preference: 
__ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet                     __ Telephone     __ Zoom    __ Google Meet 
Contact Info:        Contact Info: 
Email address ____________________________   Email address ____________________________ 
Phone number ____________________________                   Phone number ____________________________ 
 



How to Teach Problem-Solving Skills to Kids (Ages 3-14) By Ashley Cullins 

Whether it’s a toy-related conflict, a tough math equation, or negative peer pressure, kids of 
ALL ages face problems and challenges on a daily basis. As parents or teachers, we can’t 
always be there to solve every problem for our children. In fact, this isn’t our job. Our job is to 
TEACH our children how to solve problems by themselves. This way, they can become 
confident, independent, and successful individuals. Instead of giving up or getting frustrated 
when they encounter a challenge, kids with problem-solving skills manage their emotions, 
think creatively, and persist until they find a solution. Naturally, these abilities go hand-in-
hand with a growth mindset. 
So HOW do you teach problem-solving skills to kids? 
Well, it depends on their age. As cognitive abilities and the size of the child’s 
challenges grow/evolve over time, so should your approach to teaching problem-solving skills. 
Read on to learn key strategies of teaching problem-solving to kids, as well as some age-by-age 
ideas and activities. 
 
3 General Strategies to Teach Problem-Solving at Any Age 
1. Model Effective Problem-Solving  
When YOU encounter a challenge, do a “think-aloud” for the benefit of your child. 
MODEL how to apply the same problem-solving skills you’ve been working on together, giving 
the real-world examples that she can implement in her own life. At the same time, show your 
child a willingness to make mistakes. Everyone encounters problems, and that’s okay. 
Sometimes the first solution you try won’t work, and that’s okay too!  
When you model problem-solving, explain that there are some things which are out of our 
control. As we're solving a problem at hand we should focus on the things we CAN actually 
control. 

 



 

2. Ask for Advice 
Ask your kids for advice when you have a problem. This teaches them that it’s common to 
make mistakes and face challenges. It also gives them the opportunity to practice problem-
solving skills. Plus, when you indicate that their ideas are valued, they’ll gain the confidence to 
attempt solving problems on their own. 
 
3. Don’t Provide “The Answer” 
As difficult as it may be, allow your child to struggle, sometimes fail, and ultimately 
LEARN from experiencing consequences. 
 
Now, let’s take a look at some age-specific strategies and activities. The ages listed below are 
general guidelines, feel free to choose any strategies or activities that you feel will work for 
YOUR child. 
 
3-5 Years 
Use Emotion Coaching 
To step into a problem-solving mindset, young children need to first learn to manage their 
emotions. After all, it’s difficult for a small child to logically consider solutions to a problem if 
he’s mid-tantrum. One way to accomplish this is by using the emotion coaching 
process outlined by John Gottman. 
First, teach your kids that ALL emotions are acceptable. There are NO “bad” emotions. Even 
seemingly negative emotions like anger, sadness, and frustration can teach us valuable 
lessons. What matters is how we respond to these emotions. 



Second, follow this process: 
x Step One: Naming and validating emotions. When your child is upset, help her process the 

way she’s feeling. Say something like, “I understand that you’re upset because Jessica is 
playing with the toy you wanted.” 

x Step Two: Processing emotions. Guide your child to her calming space. If she doesn't have 
one, it's a good idea to create one. Let her calm her body and process her emotions so she can 
problem-solve, learn, and grow.  

x Step Three: Problem Solving. Brainstorm solutions with your child, doing 
more LISTENING than talking during the conversation. This allows your child to practice her 
problem-solving skills, and she’s more likely to actually implement the solutions she came up 
with herself. 
Say, “Show Me the Hard Part” 
When your child struggles or feels frustrated, try a technique suggested by mom and parenting 
blogger Lauren Tamm. Simply say, “Show me the hard part.” 
This helps your child identify the ROOT of the problem, making it less intimidating and easier 
to solve. Repeat back what your child says, “So you’re saying…” Once you both understand the 
real problem, prompt your child to come up with solutions. “There must be some way you can 
fix that…” or “There must be something you can do…” 
Now that your child has identified “the hard part,” she’ll likely be able to come up with a 
solution. If not, help her brainstorm some ideas. You may try asking the question, “If you 
DID know, what would you think?” and see what she comes up with. 
Problem-Solve with Creative Play 
Allow your child to choose activities and games based on her interests. Free play provides 
plenty of opportunities to navigate and creatively solve problems. Children often learn best 
through PLAY. Playing with items like blocks, simple puzzles, and dress-up clothes can teach 
your child the process of problem-solving. Even while playing, your child thinks 
critically: Where does this puzzle piece fit? What does this do? I want to dress up as a queen. 
What should I wear? Where did I put my tiara? Is it under the couch? 
Problem-Solve with Storybooks 
Read age-appropriate stories featuring characters who experience problems, such as: 

x Ladybug Girl and Bumblebee Boy by Jacky Davis: The story of two friends who want to play 
together but can’t find a game to agree on. After taking turns making suggestions, they arrive 
at a game they both want to play: Ladybug Girl and Bumblebee Boy. 

x The Curious George Series by Margaret and H.E. Rey: A curious little monkey gets into and out 
of dilemmas, teaching kids to find solutions to problems of their own. 

x Ira Sleeps Over by Bernard Waber: Ira’s thrilled to have a sleepover at his friend Reggie’s house. 
But there’s one problem: Should he or should he not bring his teddy bear? It may seem small, 
but this is the type of early social problem your child might relate to. 
Connect these experiences to similar events in your child’s own life, and ASK your child HOW 
the characters in these stories could solve their problems. Encourage a variety of solutions, 
and discuss the possible outcomes of each. 
This is a form of dialogue reading, or actively ENGAGING your child in the reading experience. 
Interacting with the text instead of passively listening can “turbocharge” the development of 
literacy skills such as comprehension in preschool-aged children. By asking questions about 
the characters’ challenges, you can also give your child’s problem-solving abilities a boost. 
You can even have your child role play the problem and potential solutions to reinforce the 
lesson.  
5-7 Years 
Teach the Problem-Solving Steps 
Come up with a simple problem-solving process for your child, one that you 
can consistently implement. For example, you might try the following five steps: 
 



 
 
  
 
Problem-Solve with Craft Materials 
Crafting is another form of play that can teach kids to solve problems creatively. Provide your 
child with markers, modeling clay, cardboard boxes, tape, paper, etc. They’ll come up with all 
sorts of interesting creations and inventive games with these simple materials. 
These “open-ended toys” don’t have a “right way to play,” allowing your child to get creative and 
generate ideas independently. 



Ask Open-Ended Questions 
Asking open-ended questions improves a child’s ability to think critically and creatively, 
ultimately making them better problem-solvers. Examples of open-ended questions include: 

x How could we work together to solve this? 
x How did you work it out? or How do you know that? 
x Tell me about what you built, made, or created. 
x What do you think will happen next? 
x What do you think would happen if…? 
x What did you learn? 
x What was easy? What was hard? 
x What would you do differently next time? 

Open-ended questions have no right answer and can’t be answered with a simple “Yes” or “No.” 
You can ask open-ended questions even when your child isn’t currently solving a problem to 
help her practice her thinking skills, which will come in handy when she does have a problem 
to solve. 
 
7-9 Years 
Break Down Problems into Chunks 
This strategy is a more advanced version of “Show me the hard part.” 
The bigger your child gets, the bigger her problems get too. When your child is facing a 
challenge that seems overwhelming or insurmountable, encourage her to break it into smaller, 
more manageable chunks. 
For instance, let’s say your child has a poor grade in history class. Why is the grade so low? 
What are the causes of this problem? As usual, LISTEN as your child brainstorms, asking 
open-ended questions to help if she gets stuck. If the low grade is the result of missing 
assignments, perhaps your child can make a list of these assignments and tackle one at a time. 
Or if tests are the issue, what’s causing your child to struggle on exams? 
Perhaps she’s distracted by friends in the class, has trouble asking for help, and doesn’t spend 
enough time studying at home. Once you’ve identified these “chunks,” help your child tackle 
them one at a time until the problem is solved. 
 
Show “The Broken Escalator Video” 
Discuss the importance of embracing challenges and solving problems independently with the 
“broken escalator video.” 
In the video, an escalator unexpectedly breaks. The people on the escalator are “stuck” and 
yelling for help. At this age, it’s likely that your child will find the video funny and immediately 
offer a solution: “Just walk! Get off the escalator!” Tell your child that this is a simple example 
of how people sometimes act in difficult situations. Ask, “Why do you think they didn’t get off 
the escalator?” (they didn’t know how, they were waiting for help, etc.) Sometimes, your child 
might feel “stuck” when facing problems. They may stop and ask for help before even 
attempting to find a solution. Encourage your child to embrace challenges and work through 
problems instead. 
 
9-11 Years 
 
Problem-Solve with Prompts 
Provide your child or a group of children with materials such as straws, cotton balls, yarn, 
clothespins, tape, paper clips, sticky notes, Popsicle sticks, etc. 
With just these materials, challenge your kids to solve unusual problems like: 

x Make a leprechaun trap 
x Create a jump ramp for cars 
x Design your own game with rules 
x Make a device for two people to communicate with one another 



This is a fun way to practice critical thinking and creative problem-solving. Most likely, it will 
take multiple attempts to find a solution that works, which can apply to just about any aspect 
of life. 
 
Make Them Work for It 
When your child asks for a new toy, technology, or clothes, have her make a plan to obtain the 
desired item herself. Not only will your child have to brainstorm and evaluate solutions, but 
she’ll also gain confidence. 
Ask your child HOW she can earn the money for the item that she wants, and encourage her as 
she works toward her goal. 
 
Put It on Paper 
For example, use this graphic organizer developed by The New York Times Learning Network. 
Your child can identify her problem and brainstorm solutions. But now, she takes this process 
a step further: After attempting each solution, which succeeded? Which were unsuccessful? 
Why? 
This helps your child reflect on various outcomes, learning what works and what doesn’t. The 
lessons she learns here will be useful when she encounters similar problems in the future. 
 
Ages 12+ 
 
Play Chess Together 
Learning to play chess is a great way for kids to learn problem-solving 
AND build their brains at the same time. It requires players to use critical thinking, creativity, 
analysis of the board, recognize pattern and more. There are online versions of the game, books 
on how to play, videos and other resources. Don’t know how to play? Learn with your teen 
to connect and problem solve together! 
 
Have Them Learn To Code 
Our teens and tweens are already tech-savvy and can use their skills to solve problems 
by learning to code. Coding promotes creativity, logic, planning, and persistence. There are 
many great tools and online or in-person programs that can boost your child’s coding skills. 
 
Encourage to Start a Meaningful Project 
This project has to be meaningful to your teen, for example starting a YouTube channel. Your 
teen will practice problem-solving skills as they’re figuring out how to grow their audience, how 
to have their videos discovered, and much more.   

Apply the SODAS Method 
Looking for a game plan that your teen can employ when faced with a problem? 
The SODAS method can be used for big or small problems. Just remember this simple acronym 
and follow these ideas: 

o Situation 
o Options 
o Disadvantages 
o Advantages 
o Solution 

Encourage to Join Problem-Solving Groups 
Does your teen enjoy solving problems in a team? Have them join a group or club that helps 
them hone their skills in a variety of settings--from science and robotics to debating and 
international affairs. 



PARENT'S GUIDE TO A GROWTH MINDSET
Your brain is like a muscle. When you learn, your brain grows. 

The feeling of it being hard is the feeling of your brain growing!

EFFORT

STRATEGIES

PROGRESS

HARD WORK

PERSISTENCE

RISING TO A CHALLENGE

LEARNING FROM A MISTAKE

BEING SMART

BORN GIFTED

TALENT

FIXED ABILITIES 

NOT MAKING MISTAKES

"YOU CAN'T DO IT YET." 

"YOU DON'T KNOW IT YET." 

"IF YOU LEARN AND  

PRACTICE, YOU WILL!" 

BE MINDFUL OF YOUR

OWN THINKING AND THE

MESSAGES YOU SEND

WITH YOUR WORDS AND

ACTIONS.

"WHAT DID YOU DO

TODAY THAT MADE YOU

THINK HARD?"

"WHAT NEW STRATEGIES

DID YOU TRY?"

"WHAT MISTAKE DID YOU

MAKE THAT TAUGHT YOU

SOMETHING?" 

"WHAT DID YOU TRY

THAT WAS HARD

TODAY?" 

"MISTAKES HELP YOU IMPROVE."

"YOU CAN LEARN FROM YOUR MISTAKES."

"LET'S SEE WHAT OTHER STRATEGIES YOU CAN TRY."
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)NTEGRITY�IN�THE�FAMILY
7HO�WAS�YOUR�VERY�FIRST�TEACHER��!�KINDERGARTEN�INSTRUCTOR��

0RESCHOOL�TEACHER��.OT�QUITE�

9OUR�PARENTS�WERE�YOUR�FIRST�TEACHERS�n�AND�UNLIKE�A�TEACHER�
YOU�LL�HAVE�FOR�A�YEAR�BEFORE�YOU�MOVE�ON�TO�THE�NEXT�GRADE��YOUR�
MOM�AND�DAD�ARE�TEACHERS�THAT�YOU�LL�HAVE�FOR�MANY�YEARS��9OUR�
HOME�IS�A�CLASSROOM��AND�HOW�YOUR�FAMILY�INTERACTS�IS�A�DAILY�
LESSON�IN�INTEGRITY�

7HETHER�YOU�REALIZE�IT�OR�NOT��YOUR�PARENTS�ARE�ROLE�MODELS��
.OT�JUST�DURING�IMPORTANT�STRESSFUL�TIMES��BUT�DURING�YOUR�FAMILY�S�
DAYTODAY�ROUTINE��7HAT�SORT�OF�LESSONS�ARE�YOU�LEARNING�ABOUT�
INTEGRITY�

&AMILY�#ODE�OF�%THICS
4ALK�TO�YOUR�PARENTS�ABOUT�DEVELOPING�A�FAMILY�CODE�OF�ETHICS��

9OU�ALREADY�HAVE�BEHAVIORS�THAT�YOUR�FAMILY�HAS�AGREED�UPON�n�BUT�
HAVE�YOU�TALKED�ABOUT�THEM��$O�YOU�KNOW�WHY�THESE�ACTIONS�ARE�
THE�RULE�IN�YOUR�HOUSEHOLD�

!�FAMILY�CODE�OF�ETHICS�SHOULD�ADDRESS�HOW�YOUR�FAMILY�ACTS�
WITH�HONESTY�AND�INTEGRITY��7HAT�IS�ACCEPTABLE�BEHAVIOR��(OW�DOES�
YOUR�FAMILY�FEEL�ABOUT�

s� !CADEMIC�DISHONESTY��)S�IT�EVER�OK�TO�TAKE�CREDIT�FOR�SOMEONE�
ELSE�S�WORK�

s� 'OSSIP��7HAT�S�YOUR�FAMILY�S�POLICY�ON�TALKING�ABOUT�OTHERS�
s� &INDERS�KEEPERS��7HAT�DO�MEMBERS�OF�YOUR�FAMILY�DO�IF�THEY�

FIND�SOMETHING�THAT�DOESN�T�BELONG�TO�THEM�
s� ,ITTLE�WHITE�LIES��$OES�YOUR�FAMILY�THINK�IT�S�EVER�ACCEPTABLE�

TO�FIB�
s� #ONSEQUENCES��7HAT�HAPPENS�IF�A�FAMILY�MEMBER�FAILS�TO�ACT�

WITH�INTEGRITY�

4ALK�ABOUT�A�FAMILY�CODE�OF�ETHICS�WITH�YOUR�PARENTS�n�YOU�
MIGHT�BE�SURPRISED�AT�WHAT�YOU�LEARN��0ARENTS�ARE�HUMAN��TOO��AND�
PEOPLE�OF�ALL�AGES�FACE�CHALLENGES�WITH�HONESTY�AND�INTEGRITY��7HAT�
ADVICE�DO�YOUR�PARENTS�HAVE�ON�LIVING�HONESTLY��7HO�ARE�THEIR�ROLE�
MODELS�

+NOW�THE�'ROUND�2ULES
)N�ANY�GAME��YOU�NEED�

TO�KNOW�THE�GROUND�RULES�
BEFORE�YOU�CAN�BE�
SUCCESSFUL��,IFE�
IS�THE�SAME�WAY��
+NOW�WHAT�S�
ACCEPTABLE��+NOW�
WHAT�S�EXPECTED��
!ND�KNOW�YOU�LL�
DO�THE�RIGHT�THING�

EMPHASIZES�l�VE�
KEY�CORE�VALUES
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���GZheZXi
4AKING�CORRECTION�AS�A�COMPLIMENT�
'IVING�����PERCENT�������PERCENT�OF�THE�TIME�
,ISTENING�WITH�YOUR�EARS�AND�EYES�

���GZhedch^W^a^in
&OCUSING�ATTENTION�AND�EFFORT�
2ECOVERING�QUICKLY�FROM�MISTAKES�
3TAYING�POSITIVE�NO�MATTER�WHAT�

���>ciZ\g^in
9OUR��YES��MEANS�YES�AND�YOUR��NO��MEANS�NO�

���HZgkVci�AZVYZgh]^e
0UTTING�YOUR�TEAM�l�RST�IN�EVERY�DECISION�

���HedgihbVch]^e
2EACTING�CORRECTLY�EVEN�WHEN�OTHERS�DONgT�
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2OLE�MODELS�OR�HEROES�
4HE�TERMS�hHEROv�AND�hROLE�MODELv�ARE�THROWN�AROUND�A�LOT�

THESE�DAYS��"UT�WHAT�DO�THEY�MEAN�

&OR�SOME�PEOPLE��A�HERO�IS�A�PERSON�WHO�OVERCOMES�GREAT�
CHALLENGES��&OR�OTHERS��A�HERO�IS�SOMEONE�WHO�MAKES�AN�IMPACT�ON�
AN�ENTIRE�SOCIETY��9OU�MIGHT�CONSIDER�A�SUCCESSFUL�ATHLETE�A�HERO��/R��
YOUR�HERO�MIGHT�BE�A�PARENT�WHO�WORKS�TWO�JOBS�IN�ORDER�TO�SUPPORT�
THE�FAMILY��(EROES�COME�IN�ALL�SHAPES�AND�SIZES�

4HERE�S�NO�ONE�MOLD�FOR�ROLE�MODELS��EITHER��!�ROLE�MODEL�IS�
ANYONE�WHO�YOU�LOOK�UP�TO�AND�TURN�TO�FOR�LEADERSHIP�BY�EXAMPLE��
9OU�MIGHT�CONSIDER�A�NEIGHBOR�A�ROLE�MODEL��/R��YOUR�ROLE�MODEL�
MIGHT�BE�A�LEADER�WHO�CARRIES�HIM�OR�HERSELF�THE�WAY�YOU�WANT�
TO�CARRY�YOURSELF��.O�MATTER�WHO�YOUR�ROLE�MODELS�ARE��YOU�ARE�
LEARNING�FROM�THEM�EVERY�DAY�

%VERYONE�HAS�TO�DEFINE�FOR�HIMSELF�OR�HERSELF�WHAT�QUALITIES�MAKE�
A�HERO�AND�WHAT�QUALITIES�MAKE�A�ROLE�MODEL��!NY�WAY�YOU�LOOK�AT�
IT��INTEGRITY�SHOULD�PLAY�A�PART�IN�WHO�YOU�ADMIRE��-AYBE�YOU�HAVE�
ROLE�MODELS�WHO�YOU�ALSO�CONSIDER�HEROES�n�THERE�S�NO�RULE�HERE��
4HE�KEY�IS�TO�FIND�PEOPLE�WHO�INSPIRE�YOU�

7HAT�TRAITS�DO�YOU�THINK�ARE�IMPORTANT�FOR�A�ROLE�MODEL��7HAT�
ABOUT�FOR�A�HERO�

s� )S�SUCCESSFUL�IN�HIS�OR�HER�CAREER
s� -AKES�A�LOT�OF�MONEY
s� )S�FAMOUS
s� 'ETS�A�LOT�OF�RESPECT
s� )S�WELL�EDUCATED
s� )S�POLITE
s� )S�HONEST
s� 7ORKS�HARD
s� 'IVES�MONEY�TO�CHARITY
s� 6ALUES�FAMILY
s� )S�RELIGIOUS
s� )S�ATHLETIC
s� (ELPS�OTHERS�LEARN
s� (AS�A�SENSE�OF�HUMOR
s� )S�ACTIVE�IN�THE�COMMUNITY
s� )S�ATTRACTIVE
s� /THER�

�3OURCE��2OLE�-ODELS�ON�THE�7EB��
WWW�ROLEMODEL�NET	

&INDING�HEROES�AND�ROLE�MODELS�ISN�T�
ABOUT�IDOLIZING�ANOTHER�PERSON��)T�S�ABOUT�
IDENTIFYING�PEOPLE�THAT�YOU�CAN�LEARN�
FROM�AND�WHO�CAN�HELP�YOU�BECOME�
THE�PERSON�YOU�WANT�TO�BE�

7HAT�TO�LOOK�FOR�
IN�A�ROLE�MODEL

!CCESSIBILITY
3URE��IT�WOULD�BE�COOL�TO�HAVE�A�MOVIE�STAR�OR�A�
PROFESSIONAL�ATHLETE�AS�YOUR�ROLE�MODEL��"UT�JUST�
HOW�MUCH�ONEONONE�CONTACT�COULD�YOU�HAVE�WITH�
SOMEONE�WHO�LIVES�ACROSS�THE�COUNTRY�OR�WHO�IS�
CONSTANTLY�JET�SETTING�AROUND�THE�GLOBE�

4HERE�S�SOMETHING�TO�BE�SAID�FOR�THE�RESOURCES�IN�YOUR�
OWN�BACKYARD��4HE�MOST�EFFECTIVE�ROLE�MODELS�ARE�
AVAILABLE�FOR�PERSONAL�INTERACTION�ON�AN�ONGOING�BASIS��

$ESIRE�TO�TEACH
)T�S�HARD�TO�LEARN�FROM�SOMEONE�WHO�DOESN�T�CARE�TO�
SHARE��3EEK�OUT�ROLE�MODELS�WHO�ARE�EXCITED�TO�SHARE�
WHAT�THEIR�EXPERIENCE�HAS�TAUGHT�THEM��/UTSTANDING�
ROLE�MODELS�AREN�T�NECESSARILY�THE�MOST�SUCCESSFUL�
PEOPLE�IN�THEIR�FIELDS��(OWEVER��OUTSTANDING�ROLE�
MODELS�ARE�WILLING�TO�SHARE�THE�GOOD��THE�BAD�AND�THE�
UGLY�IN�ORDER�TO�ENHANCE�YOUR�KNOWLEDGE�

5PSTANDING�CHARACTER
!�ROLE�MODEL�CAN�BE�ANYONE�n�A�NEIGHBOR��A�MEMBER�
OF�YOUR�RELIGIOUS�COMMUNITY��A�COMMUNITY�LEADER��
"UT�ALL�ROLE�MODELS�NEED�TO�HAVE�INTEGRITY�AND�FOLLOW�
SOUND�MORALS��!FTER�ALL��HOW�CAN�A�ROLE�MODEL�HELP�
YOU�LEAD�A�SUCCESSFUL�AND�ETHICAL�LIFE�IF�THEY�DON�T�DO�IT�
THEMSELVES��

4HE�BOTTOM�LINE�IN�SELECTING�A�ROLE�MODEL�IS�TO�
FOLLOW�YOUR�HEART��&IND�SOMEONE�YOU�ADMIRE��SOMEONE�
WHO�TAKES�AN�INTEREST�IN�YOU�AND�SOMEONE�WITH�WHOM�
YOU�JUST�hCLICK�v�/UR�COMMUNITY�IS�FULL�OF�WORTHY�
CANDIDATES�
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9OUR��YES��MEANS�YES�AND�
YOUR��NO��MEANS�NO�

^ciZ\g^in

3CHOOL�ACTIVITIES�AND�SPORTS�MAKE�MANY�
DEMANDS�ON�PARTICIPANTS��9OU�HAVE�TO�MAINTAIN�
GOOD�GRADES�TO�STAY�INVOLVED��AND�YOU�MUST�
DO�WHAT�IS�ASKED�OF�YOU�n�THESE�ARE�THE�BASICS��
"UT�THE�ACTIVITIES�THAT�ARE�THE�MOST�REWARDING�
ASK�MUCH�MORE�

h)�ASK�MY�STUDENTATHLETES�TO�CONTINUALLY�
DEMONSTRATE�THEIR�COMMITMENT�TO�EXCELLENCE�
BY�BEING�THE�BEST�PERSON�AND�ATHLETE�THAT�
THEY�CAN�BE�v�SAID�*EFF�(ULSE��SOFTBALL�COACH�
AT�/LATHE�%AST�(IGH�3CHOOL��h-Y�ATHLETES�
ARE�ASKED�TO�LIVE�AND�BE�AN�EXAMPLE�OF�A�
#HAMPION�WITH�#HARACTER��-Y�TEAMS�AND�
ATHLETES�STRIVE�TO�@$O�THEIR�VERY�BEST��WITH�ALL�
THEIR�HEART��ALL�OF�THE�TIME��v

!ND�JUST�WHAT�DOES�THAT�MEAN��
h4HEY�TRY�TO�DO�THEIR�BEST�AT�WHATEVER�

THEY�DO��WHETHER�IT�S�ATHLETICS��CLASSROOM�WORK��
JOB��RELATIONSHIPS��ETC���DO�WHAT�S�RIGHT�AND�
TREAT�OTHERS�AS�THEY�WOULD�WANT�TO�BE�TREATED�v�
(ULSE�SAID��h4HESE�ARE�CHARACTER�TRAITS�)�BELIEVE�
ARE�VERY�IMPORTANT�v

(ULSE�S�APPROACH�HAS�A�PROVEN�TRACK�
RECORD��(IS�TEAMS�CONSISTENTLY�WIN�AT�THE�STATE�
LEVEL��AND�MANY�PLAYERS�GO�ON�TO�PARTICIPATE�
ON�THE�COLLEGE�LEVEL��4HIS�KIND�OF�SUCCESS�IS�
DUE�TO�MORE�THAN�THE�ATHLETIC�FUNDAMENTALS�OF�
THE�GAME�

h)�BELIEVE�IN�ORDER�FOR�MY�KIDS�TO�BE�
SUCCESSFUL��)���NEED�TO�TEACH�SUCH�VALUES�AS�
SELF�DISCIPLINE��DEPENDABILITY��ACCOUNTABILITY��

MENTAL�TOUGHNESS��
SELm�ESSNESS��
INTEGRITY�AND�
SPORTSMANSHIP�v�

(ULSE�

SAID��h4O�ME��IT�S�NOT�JUST�ABOUT�WINS�AND�
LOSSES��BUT�ALSO�ABOUT�CHARACTER�DEVELOPMENT�
AS�WELL�v

3O�WHY�IS�INTEGRITY�SO�
IMPORTANT�IN�AN�ATHLETE��A�STUDENT�
AND�A�HUMAN�BEING�

h)T�S�A�CHARACTER�TRAIT�THAT�CAN�DEMONSTRATE�
A�POSITIVE�REm�ECTION�OF�ONESELF�v�(ULSE�SAID��h!�
PERSON�WITH�INTEGRITY�IS�TRUTHFUL��HONEST��CARING�
AND�GENUINE��DEPENDABLE�AND�WORTHY�OF�TRUST�
AND�RESPECT�

h)NTEGRITY�FOR�AN�ATHLETE�IS�A�SIMPLE�
CONCEPT�n�IT�S�A�CHOICE�OF�POSITIVE�BEHAVIOR�
AND�POSITIVE�SPIRIT�v�HE�SAID��h)NTEGRITY�IS�
A�POSITIVE�REm�ECTION�ON�THEMSELVES�AND�
THEIR�SPORT��!THLETES�OF�INTEGRITY�ARE�THE�BEST�
REPRESENTATIVES�OF�THEIR�SPORT��THEIR�FAMILIES�AND�
THEIR�SOCIETY�v

7HEN�INTEGRITY�IS�PRESENT��
POSITIVE�THINGS�HAPPEN��4HE�
OPPOSITE�IS�TRUE�AS�WELL�

h7HEN�A�PERSON�LACKS�INTEGRITY��IT�MEANS�
THEY�ARE�USUALLY�UNTRUSTWORTHY��SELFCENTERED��
AND��AS�A�RESULT��ARE�NOT�RESPECTED�BY�THEIR�
PEERS�AND�TEAMMATES�v�(ULSE�SAID��h4HIS�IS�
A�BAD�CHARACTER�TRAIT�AND�THAT�INDIVIDUAL�CAN�
HAVE�A�NEGATIVE�EFFECT�ON�A�TEAM�v

3TUDENTATHLETES�WITH�INTEGRITY�NOT�ONLY�
HAVE�A�POSITIVE�EFFECT�ON�A�TEAM��BUT�THEY�ACT�
AS�ROLE�MODELS�FOR�THE�ENTIRE�COMMUNITY�

h)NTEGRITY�IS�BEST�EXEMPLIl�ED�BY�
INDIVIDUALS�IN�THEIR�SPORTSMANSHIP�AND�
BEHAVIOR�DURING�PLAY�v�(ULSE�SAID��h4HEY�PLAY�
FAIRLY��RESPECT�THE�GAME��THE�OFl�CIALS��DECISIONS�
AND�THEIR�OPPONENTS��4HEY�EARN�THE�RESPECT�OF�
THEIR�OPPONENT�DURING�COMPETITION��7HEN�THEY�

DO�SOMETHING��THEY�DO�IT�WITH�CONVICTION�
AND�DO�IT�RIGHT�WITH�THEIR�BEST�

EFFORT�v

!CTING�WITH�INTEGRITY��
IS�DEMANDING��REWARDING

L]Vi�YdZh�^ciZ\g^i
n�

add`�a^`Z4
)NTEGRITY�KEEPS�COMMITMENTS�

)NTEGRITY�TELLS�THE�TRUTH�

)NTEGRITY�TAKES�A�STAND�FOR�

WHAT�S�RIGHT�n�EVEN�WHEN�IT�S�NOT�

POPULAR�

)NTEGRITY�HAS�A�STRONG�SENSE�OF�

SELF�

)NTEGRITY�RESPECTS�OTHERS��THEIR�

BELIEFS�AND�THEIR�SKILLS�

)NTEGRITY�IS�DEDICATED�TO�A�CODE�OF�

ETHICS�

)NTEGRITY�HAS�INNER�STRENGTH�

)NTEGRITY�ASSOCIATES�WITH�PEOPLE�

WHO�HAVE�STRONG�MORALS�

)NTEGRITY�LENDS�A�HELPING�HAND�

)NTEGRITY�HAS�DISCIPLINE�AND�SELF�

CONTROL�
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"Love all, trust a few, 
do wrong to none."

n�3HAKESPEARE��%NGLISH�PLAYWRIGHT

"Viewed up close, 
nobody is normal."

n�#AETANO�6ELOSO��"RAZILIAN�MUSICIAN
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&IVE�WAYS�)�CAN�SHOW�INTEGRITY�
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"Love all, trust a few, 
do wrong to none."

n�3HAKESPEARE��%NGLISH�PLAYWRIGHT

(AVE�YOU�EVER�FELT�LIKE�YOU�WERE�
THE�ONLY�PERSON�IN�THE�WHOLE�WORLD�
WHO�WAS�PAYING�ATTENTION�

-AYBE�ALL�OF�YOUR�FRIENDS�
WANTED�TO�DO�SOMETHING�THAT�YOU�
KNEW�WAS�WRONG��/R�PERHAPS�
YOU�WERE�THE�ONLY�PERSON�TO�
SPEAK�UP�WHEN�YOU�SAW�SOMEONE�
DOING�SOMETHING�WRONG��"OTH�OF�
THESE�SITUATIONS�REQUIRE�INTEGRITY�
n�STANDING�UP�FOR�WHAT�YOU�KNOW�IS�
RIGHT�

)NTEGRITY�REQUIRES�COURAGE
)NTEGRITY�IS�A�POWERFUL�TRAIT�

n�BUT�SOMETIMES�HAVING�INTEGRITY�
CAN�BE�VERY�LONELY��,IVING�ETHICALLY�
AND�HONESTLY�SOMETIMES�MEANS�THAT�
YOU�RE�THE�ONLY�PERSON�SPEAKING�OUT�
OR�TAKING�ACTION��)NTEGRITY�REQUIRES�
COURAGE�

2OSA�0ARKS�EMBODIED�THE�POWER�
OF�STANDING�YOUR�GROUND��7HEN�SHE�
REFUSED�TO�GIVE�UP�HER�BUS�SEAT�TO�A�
WHITE�MAN��0ARKS��ACTIONS�CERTAINLY�

WEREN�T�POPULAR�WITH�THE�OTHER�
PEOPLE�ON�THE�BUS��3HE�CAUSED�
TROUBLE��3HE�MADE�THE�BUS�DRIVER�
STOP�THE�BUS��4HE�POLICE�WERE�CALLED�
AND�SHE�WAS�ARRESTED��4HINK�ABOUT�
IT��HOW�MUST�HAVE�THE�OTHER�PEOPLE�
ON�THE�BUS�REACTED�

,IVE�AN�ETHICAL�LIFE
"EING�A�PERSON�OF�INTEGRITY�

MEANS�STANDING�YOUR�GROUND��EVEN�
WHEN�IT�ISN�T�THE�FUN�OR�POPULAR�
THING�TO�DO��4HAT�S�INTIMIDATING��"UT�
LIVING�AN�ETHICAL�LIFE�n�EVEN�WHEN�IT�S�
CHALLENGING�n�PAYS�OFF�IN�SO�MANY�
WAYS�

3TANDING�UP�FOR�WHAT�YOU�
BELIEVE�IN�FEELS�GOOD��3URE��IT�CAN�BE�
FRIGHTENING�TO�BE�THE�ONLY�PERSON�
TAKING�A�STAND��"UT�KNOWING�THAT�
YOU�ARE�BEING�TRUE�TO�YOURSELF�AND�
YOUR�BELIEFS�IS�BOTH�FREEING�AND�
EMPOWERING��)F�YOU�CAN�DO�THIS��
IMAGINE�WHAT�OTHER�AMAZING�FEATS�
YOU�CAN�ACCOMPLISH�

3TAND�UP�FOR�YOUR�BELIEFS

"Viewed up close, 
nobody is normal."

n�#AETANO�6ELOSO��"RAZILIAN�MUSICIAN

,IVING�WITH�INTEGRITY�MEANS��
n�.OT�SETTLING�FOR�LESS�THAN�WHAT�YOU�KNOW�YOU�
����DESERVE�IN�YOUR�RELATIONSHIPS��

n�!SKING�FOR�WHAT�YOU�WANT�AND�NEED�FROM�OTHERS��

n�3PEAKING�THE�TRUTH��EVEN�THOUGH�IT�MIGHT�CREATE�
���CONm�ICT�OR�TENSION��

n�"EHAVING�IN�WAYS�THAT�ARE�IN�HARMONY�WITH�YOUR�
���PERSONAL�VALUES��

n�"ARBARA�$E�!NGELIS��BESTSELLING�AUTHOR�OF�SELFHELP�BOOKS

9OUR�SIGNATURE�HAS�VALUE��9OUR�HANDSHAKE�SEALS�THE�DEAL�
���

n�"RUCE�"ROWN��DIRECTOR�OF�PROACTIVE�COACHING��.!)!�SPECIAL�PRESENTER��
#HAMPIONS�OF�#HARACTER��/LATHE��+AN�

0HOTO�SUBMITTED�BY�.!)!

0H0H0
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$OING�WHATgS�RIGHT
%VERY�DAY�THE�NEWSPAPER�HAS�STORIES�ABOUT�

PEOPLE�WITH�MUCH�INTEGRITY�AND�JUST�AS�MANY�
ABOUT�PEOPLE�WHO�ARE�CHALLENGED�WHEN�IT�COMES�
TO�DOING�THE�RIGHT�THING��&IND�A�NEWSPAPER�ARTICLE�
ABOUT�SOMEONE�WHO�SHOWED�A�LACK�OF�INTEGRITY��
7HAT�DID�HE�OR�SHE�DO�WRONG��7HO�DID�HE�OR�SHE�
HURT��7RITE�A�SHORT�ESSAY�ON�HOW�YOUR�EXAMPLE�
COULD�HAVE�HAD�A�DIFFERENT�LIFE�IF�HE�OR�SHE�
SHOWED�SOME�INTEGRITY�

-AKING�CHOICES
7HO�DO�YOU�ADMIRE��)S�IT�BECAUSE�THEY�USE�

THEIR�TALENTS�AND�FAME�TO�DO�GOOD�THINGS��7ITH�
A�CLASSMATE��CHOOSE�SOMEONE�FAMOUS�AND�MAKE�
A�CHART�OF�BAD�CHOICES�AND�GOOD�CHOICES�HE�OR�
SHE�COULD�MAKE��&OR�EXAMPLE��A�BASKETBALL�STAR�
COULD�BE�MEAN�TO�FANS��HOG�THE�BALL�AND�SPEAK�
BADLY�OF�HIS�TEAMMATES��/R�HE�COULD�RAISE�MONEY�
FOR�CHARITY��BE�A�TEAM�PLAYER�AND�VISIT�CHILDREN�IN�
HOSPITALS�

#OACHING�OFFERS�AN�EXCEPTIONAL�OPPORTUNITY�TO�HAVE�A�POSITIVE�EFFECT�ON�
THE�LIVES�OF�OTHERS��)N�THIS�REGARD��PERHAPS�NO�LEGACY�OF�THE�COACHING�
PROFESSION�IS�MORE�IMPORTANT�THAN�DEVELOPING�CHARACTER�IN�YOUNG�PEOPLE��
!�LEGACY�IS�WHEN�PART�OF�YOUR�LIFE�OR�BELIEFS��ARE�RELIVED�IN�THE�LIVES�OF�
OTHERS�

��"OB�7ILSON��
DIRECTOR�OF�ATHLETICS�AND�MENgS�BASKETBALL�HEAD�COACH�

�6ANGUARD�5NIVERSITY��#OSTA�-ESA��#ALIF�

%VERY�TIME�THAT�)�STEPPED�OUT�ONTO�THE�SOCCER�l�ELD��)�TOLD�
MYSELF�THAT�)�WAS�GOING�TO�COMPETE�IN�A�FAIR�MANNER��)�WAS�
GOING�TO�RESPECT�MY�OPPONENT�AND�LEAD�MY�TEAMMATES�BY�
MY�EXAMPLE�OF�HONEST�AND�INTEGRITY��

��-ATT�-UELLER��
SENIOR��TWOTIME�.!)!�3CHOLAR!THLETE�

!LL!MERICA�AND�CAPTAIN��#OLUMBIA�#OLLEGE�MEN�S�
SOCCER�TEAM

MY�EXAMPLE�OF�HONEST�AND�INTEGRITY��

��TWOTIME�.!)!�3CHOLAR!THLETE�
��-ATT�-UELLER��

��TWOTIME�.!)!�3CHOLAR!THLETE�
��#OLUMBIA�#OLLEGE�MEN�S�

%VERY�TIME�THAT�)�STEPPED�OUT�ONTO�THE�SOCCER�l�ELD��)�TOLD�%VERY�TIME�THAT�)�STEPPED�OUT�ONTO�THE�SOCCER�l�ELD��)�TOLD�

!�PERSON�WITH�INTEGRITY�HAS�THE�
COURAGE�TO�CHOOSE�WHAT�IS�RIGHT�

��3COTT�7RIGHT��
"LUE�6ALLEY�7EST�(IGH�3CHOOL�

VARSITY�FOOTBALL�COACH

!�PERSON�WITH�INTEGRITY�HAS�THE�!�PERSON�WITH�INTEGRITY�HAS�THE�

"LUE�6ALLEY�7EST�(IGH�3CHOOL�
VARSITY�FOOTBALL�COACH

"LUE�6ALLEY�7EST�(IGH�3CHOOL�
VARSITY�FOOTBALL�COACH

)NTEGRITY�MEANS�A�LOT�TO�ME��9OU�MUST�BE�HONEST�WITH�PEOPLE�OR�THEY�WON�T�
BE�HONEST�WITH�YOU�

��-ICHELLE�$AUGHTRY��
VOLLEYBALL�TEAM�MEMBER��$ILLARD�5NIVERSITY

)NTEGRITY�MEANS�A�LOT�TO�ME��9OU�MUST�BE�HONEST�WITH�PEOPLE�OR�THEY�WON�T�)NTEGRITY�MEANS�A�LOT�TO�ME��9OU�MUST�BE�HONEST�WITH�PEOPLE�OR�THEY�WON�T�)NTEGRITY�MEANS�A�LOT�TO�ME��9OU�MUST�BE�HONEST�WITH�PEOPLE�OR�THEY�WON�T�)NTEGRITY�MEANS�A�LOT�TO�ME��9OU�MUST�BE�HONEST�WITH�PEOPLE�OR�THEY�WON�T�
BE�HONEST�WITH�YOU�

VOLLEYBALL�TEAM�MEMBER��$ILLARD�5NIVERSITY

\Zi�gZVa'9CAF?�;@9J9;L=J�9F����
6OICES�ACROSS�!MERICA�

=N=JQ<9Q�?G9D



IN�AN�EXHIBITION�GAME��3AYING�THAT�BASEBALL�
IS�hTOO�STRENUOUSv�FOR�WOMEN��THE�BASEBALL�
COMMISSIONER�VOIDS�-ITCHELL�S�CONTRACT�

����
4HE�53�6OLLEYBALL�!SSOCIATION�BEGINS�SPONSORING�
A�WOMEN�S�TOURNAMENT�

����
4HE�,ADIES�0ROFESSIONAL�'OLF�!SSOCIATION��,0'!	�
IS�FORMED�

����
4HE�FIRST�INTERCOLLEGIATE�WOMEN�S�BASKETBALL�
TOURNAMENT�IS�PLAYED�

����
#ONGRESS�PASSES�4ITLE�)8��)T�STATES�THAT�SCHOOLS�
RECEIVING�FEDERAL�FUNDING�MUST�PROVIDE�
ATHLETIC�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�WOMEN�EQUAL�TO�THE�
OPPORTUNITIES�PROVIDED�FOR�MEN��!T�THE�TIME��
ABOUT��������WOMEN�PARTICIPATED�IN�COLLEGE�
SPORTS�NATIONWIDE��AND�SPENDING�ON�ATHLETIC�
SCHOLARSHIPS�FOR�WOMEN�WAS�LESS�THAN����������

����
,ITTLE�,EAGUE�"ASEBALL�ADMITS�GIRLS�

����
4HE�!MATEUR�3PORTS�!CT�OF������PROHIBITS�GENDER�
DISCRIMINATION�IN�AMATEUR�SPORTS��4RAINING�
FACILITIES�AND�MONEY�BECOME�MORE�ACCESSIBLE�TO�
WOMEN�AND�MINORITIES�

����
.!)!�HOLDS�FIRST�WOMENgS�SPORTS�CHAMPIONSHIP�

����
4HE�FIRST�.ATIONAL�'IRLS�AND�7OMEN�IN�3PORTS�
$AY�IS�CELEBRATED�IN�THE�5�3�

����
4HE�WOMEN�S�COLLEGE�BASKETBALL�&INAL�&OUR�IS�
TELEVISED�LIVE�FOR�THE�FIRST�TIME�

����
����MILLION�GIRLS�PLAY�HIGH�SCHOOL�SPORTS�
n�INCLUDING�����FOOTBALL�PLAYERS��������WRESTLERS�
AND�������ICE�HOCKEY�PLAYERS�

����
-ORE�THAN��������WOMEN�PARTICIPATE�IN�COLLEGE
LEVEL�SPORTS��3PENDING�ON�ATHLETIC�SCHOLARSHIPS�
FOR�WOMEN�HAS�INCREASED�FROM�LESS�THAN�
���������IN������TO�ALMOST������MILLION�

3T��,AWRENCE�#OUNTY�"RANCH�OF�!MERICAN�
!SSOCIATION�OF�5NIVERSITY�7OMEN
WWW�NORTHNET�ORG�STLAWRENCEAAUW�TIMELINE�HTM

,

'/�4/

&/2�-/2%�).&/2-!4)/.

WWW�NAIA�ORG

����"�#�
4HE�FIRST�/LYMPICS�ARE�HELD�IN�ANCIENT�'REECE��
7OMEN�ARE�BARRED�FROM�PARTICIPATING��SO�THEY�
COMPETE�IN�THE�'AMES�OF�(ERA��A�COMPETITION�
HONORING�THE�GODDESS�WHO�RULED�OVER�WOMEN�
AND�THE�EARTH�

����
$AME�*ULIANA�"ERNERS�OF�'REAT�"RITAIN�WRITES�
THE�FIRST�KNOWN�ESSAY�ON�SPORTS�FISHING�

����
%LIZABETH�7ILKINSON��A�"RITISH�FIGHTER��ENTERS�THE�
BOXING�RING�

����
4HE�FIRST�KNOWN�WOMEN�S�GOLF�TOURNAMENT�IS�
HELD�IN�3COTLAND�

����
#ATHERINE�"EECHER�PUBLISHES�THE�FIRST�FITNESS�
MANUAL�FOR�WOMEN�

����
4HE�h"LONDESv�PLAY�THE�h"RUNETTESv�IN�
3PRINGFIELD��)LL���IN�WHAT�IS�CALLED�hTHE�FIRST�
GAME�OF�BASEBALL�EVER�PLAYED�IN�PUBLIC�FOR�GATE�
MONEY�BETWEEN�FEMININE�BALLTOSSERS�v

����
7OMEN�S�SINGLES�TENNIS�COMPETITION�IS�ADDED�TO�
7IMBLEDON�

����
4HE�!SSOCIATION�OF�#OLLEGIATE�!LUMNAE�
PUBLISHES�A�STUDY�DISPROVING�THE�COMMONLY
HELD�BELIEF�THAT�EDUCATION�MAKES�WOMEN�SICKLY�
AND�UNABLE�TO�BEAR�CHILDREN�

����
!�9-#!�PUBLICATION�DEVOTES�AN�ISSUE�TO�WOMEN�
THAT�DISMISSES�THE�POPULAR�BELIEF�THAT�WOMEN�
ARE�TOO�WEAK�TO�EXERCISE�

����
&IELD�$AY�IS�HELD�AT�6ASSAR�#OLLEGE��4HIS�EVENT�
FEATURING�RUNNING�AND�JUMPING�ACTIVITIES�IS�
THOUGHT�TO�BE�THE�FIRST�ORGANIZED�ATHLETIC�EVENT�
FOR�WOMEN�

����
.INETEEN�WOMEN�COMPETE�IN�THE�/LYMPIC�GAMES�
IN�0ARIS��4HEY�PLAY�TENNIS��GOLF�AND�CROQUET�

����
4HE�!MERICAN�/LYMPIC�#OMMITTEE�FORMALLY�
OPPOSES�WOMEN�S�PARTICIPATION�IN�THE�GAMES��
WITH�THE�EXCEPTION�OF�FLOOR�EXERCISE��7OMEN�
MAY�PARTICIPATE�BUT�ARE�REQUIRED�TO�WEAR�LONG�
SKIRTS�

����
&EMALE�SWIMMERS�REPRESENT�THE�5�3��IN�THE�
/LYMPICS��%THELDA�"LEIBTREY�ENTERED�ALL�THREE�
EVENTS�AND�WON�GOLD�IN�EACH�

����
4HE�.ATIONAL�!MATEUR�AND�!THLETIC�&OUNDATION�
IS�FOUNDED��DEDICATED�TO�BOYS�AND�GIRLS�BEING�
ON�hEQUAL�FOOTING�WITH�THE�SAME�STANDARDS��THE�
SAME�PROGRAM�AND�THE�SAME�REGULATIONS�v

����
7OMEN�ARE�BANNED�FROM�PROFESSIONAL�BASEBALL�
AFTER���YEAROLD�6IRNE�"EATRICE�h*ACKIEv�
-ITCHELL�STRIKES�OUT�"ABE�2UTH�AND�,OU�'EHRIG�

IN�SPORTS

)T�WAS�OVERWHELMING��
BUT�AT�THE�SAME�TIME��
IT�WAS�ONE�OF�THE�
PROUDEST�MOMENTS�
FOR�ALL�OF�US��JUST�IN�
TERMS�OF�WHERE�THE�
SPORT�HAS�COME��AND�
NOT�JUST�OUR�SPORT��
BUT�WOMENgS�SPORTS�

��-IA�(AMM�
WORLD�CHAMPIONSHIP�

AND�/LYMPIC�GOLD�
MEDALLIST�SOCCER�

PLAYER��ABOUT�THE�53!�
WINNING�THE������

7OMENgS�7ORLD�#UP

)T�WAS�OVERWHELMING��)T�WAS�OVERWHELMING��

BUT�WOMENgS�SPORTS�
-IA�(AMM

WORLD�CHAMPIONSHIP�

BUT�WOMENgS�SPORTS�

WORLD�CHAMPIONSHIP�

(ISTORY�OF�WOMEN
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3TUDENTS�IN�+ATY�4ORRES��ART�

CLASSES�GET�IDEAS�FROM�ALL�KINDS�
OF�PLACES��"UT�HOW�THEY�INTERPRET�
THESE�IDEAS�LEADS�TO�UNIQUE�ART�
THAT�REFLECTS�EACH�INDIVIDUAL�

h9OU�CAN�GET�IDEAS�FROM�
OTHER�ARTISTS�n�CLASSMATES�OR�
OTHER�ARTISTS�n�BUT�YOU�HAVE�TO�
MAKE�IT�YOUR�OWN�v�4ORRES�SAID�

4ORRES��CLASSES�AT�/XFORD�
-IDDLE�3CHOOL�IN�THE�"LUE�
6ALLEY�3CHOOL�$ISTRICT�ENCOURAGE�
STUDENTS�TO�TAKE�INSPIRATION�FROM�
THE�WORLD�AROUND�THEM�AND�
TRANSFORM�IT�INTO�DISTINCTIVE�ART�

h)�ALWAYS�HAVE�MY�STUDENTS�
USE�RESOURCES�AND�LOOK�AT�OTHER�
ARTISTS�v�SHE�SAID��h)�TALK�ABOUT�
HOW�)�WAS�IN�COLLEGE�n�)�ALWAYS�
CHOSE�THE�SEAT�NEXT�TO�THE�
PERSON�WHO�)�THOUGHT�WAS�THE�
BEST�ARTIST��9OU�DO�BETTER�WORK��
4HAT�S�WHY�)�M�ALWAYS�CHANGING�
MY�STUDENTS��SEATS�n�SO�THEY�CAN�
LEARN�FROM�EACH�OTHER�v

"EING�TRUE�TO�YOU�
(AVING�INTEGRITY�MEANS�

BEING�TRUE�TO�YOURSELF�AND�YOUR�
VISION��4HERE�ARE�FEW�TIMES�

WHERE�
BEING�

TRUE�

TO�YOURSELF�IS�AS�INTIMIDATING�AS�
CREATING�AN�ORIGINAL�WORK�OF�ART�
THAT�IS�GOING�TO�BE�VIEWED�AND�
POSSIBLY�CRITIQUED�BY�YOUR�PEERS�

h)N�MIDDLE�SCHOOL��THERE�S�
NOTHING�WORSE�THAN�BEING�
DIFFERENT�v�4ORRES�SAID��h!�LOT�OF�
TIMES��STUDENTS�MAKE�ARTWORK�
THEY�THINK�WOULD�BE�ACCEPTABLE�
TO�THEIR�PEERS�n�NOT�WHAT�THEY�
FEEL�CREATIVELY�v

%XPECT�RESPECT�
4ORRES�PUTS�THIS�INTO�

PERSPECTIVE��h)F�WE�WERE�ALL�
EXACTLY�THE�SAME��IT�WOULD�BE�
A�VERY�BORING�WORLD�v�SHE�SAID��
h)�DON�T�EXPECT�YOU�TO�AGREE�
WITH�EVERYONE�OR�GET�ALONG�WITH�
EVERYONE��BUT�)�DO�EXPECT�YOU�TO�
RESPECT�EVERYONE�v

4HAT�RESPECT�MEANS�ART�
STUDENTS�MUST�APPRECIATE�
CLASSMATES��ABILITIES�n�AND�THEIR�
OWN�

h%VEN�SOMEONE�THAT�YOU�
WOULDN�T�LABEL�AS�A�GOOD�
OR�TALENTED�ARTIST�n�MAYBE�
THEIR�SKILLS�AREN�T�NECESSARILY�
AS�ADVANCED�YET�n�THEY�STILL�
HAVE�GREAT�IDEAS�v�4ORRES�SAID��
h%VERYONE�INTERPRETS�THINGS�
DIFFERENTLY��7HEN�)�GIVE�AN�
ASSIGNMENT��ALL�THE�STUDENTS�HEAR�

SAME�INSTRUCTIONS��BUT�)�GET����
DIFFERENT�RESULTS�v

).4%'2)49�).�!24�
&/34%23�#2%!4)6)49��
2%30%#4��!"),)49

-

"Don’t compromise yourself. 
You are all you’ve got."

��������������������������������������������������������������n�*ANIS�*OPLIN��ROCK�STAR��������

s� !RTISTS�HAVE�TO�HAVE�SELF�CONFIDENCE�IN�THEMSELVES�
AND�THEIR�ABILITIES��h)T�S�IMPORTANT�TO�FEEL�
COMFORTABLE�v�4ORRES�SAID��h)T�S�HARD��AND�THAT�S�ONE�OF�
THE�REASONS�WHY�ART�TEACHES�SO�MANY�SKILLS�n�IT�HELPS�
YOU�DEVELOP�WHO�YOU�ARE�AS�AN�INDIVIDUAL�v

s� !RTISTS�RESPECT�OTHER�ARTISTS��WORK�AND�SKILL�LEVELS��
h4HEY�ALL�HAVE�TO�BE�RESPECTFUL�OF�EVERYONE�S�
DIFFERENT�IDEAS�v�4ORRES�SAID��h4HAT�S�WHAT�MAKES�IT�
FUN�AND�INTERESTING��)T�S�NOT�LIKE�MATH��WHERE�THERE�S�
ONLY�ONE�RIGHT�ANSWER�v

�
s� !RTISTS�APPRECIATE�THE�TIME�AND�COMMITMENT�

NECESSARY�TO�DEVELOP�THEIR�SKILLS��h!RT�IS�A�SKILL�YOU�
DEVELOP�v�4ORRES�SAID��h)T�S�LIKE�ANYTHING�ELSE�n�IF�YOU�
PRACTICE��YOU�CAN�GET�GOOD�AT�IT�v�

)NTEGRITY�IS�AN�
IMPORTANT�PART�OF�THE�
ARTISTIC�PROCESS�
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ඹ��tŚĂƚ�ϯ�ƚŚŝŶŐƐ�ƐŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ͍�

ය��,Žǁ�ĚŽ�ǇŽƵ�ĨĞĞů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŽŵĞďŽĚǇ�ŝƐŶ͛ƚ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ͍�

ර��tŚǇ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ĂŶ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶ͍�

��tƌŝƚĞ�ϯ�ĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵ�ƌƵůĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŚĞůƉ�ĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞ�ƚŽ�ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ͘�

ල��tŚĂƚ�ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ŝŶ�ƉůĂĐĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŶŽƚ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ͍�

��/Ĩ�ƐŽŵĞďŽĚǇ�ŝƐŶ͛ƚ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ǇŽƵ͕�ǁŚĂƚ�ĐĂŶ�ǇŽƵ�ĚŽ͍�

ฅ��KŶ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂĐŬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƉĂŐĞ͕�ŵĂŬĞ�Ă�ƉŽƐƚĞƌ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌƵƚŚĨƵů͘�
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EĂŵĞ͗�

�dƌƵƐƚǁŽƌƚŚǇ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�
ĂƌĞ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�
ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƚƌƵƐƚ͘�
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>ŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�ĞĂĐŚ�ƋƵŽƚĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ͘�tƌŝƚĞ�ĚŽǁŶ�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�Žƌ�ŶŽƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĂŐƌĞĞ�
ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵŽƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�ǁŚĂƚ�ŝƚ�ŵĞĂŶƐ�ƚŽ�ǇŽƵ͘�

��͞,ŽŶĞƐƚǇ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĮƌƐƚ�ĐŚĂƉƚĞƌ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ďŽŽŬ�ŽĨ�ǁŝƐĚŽŵ͘͟�
��������ͶdŚŽŵĂƐ�:ĞīĞƌƐŽŶ�
�
ය��͞,ŽŶĞƐƚǇ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĨĂƐƚĞƐƚ�ǁĂǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�Ă�ŵŝƐƚĂŬĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚƵƌŶŝŶŐ�ŝŶƚŽ�Ă�ĨĂŝůƵƌĞ͘͟�
�������Ͷ:ĂŵĞƐ��ůƚƵĐŚĞƌ�
�
�
ර��͞dŚĞ�ŐƌĞĂƚĞƐƚ�ƚƌƵƚŚ�ŝƐ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌĞĂƚĞƐƚ�ĨĂůƐĞŚŽŽĚ�ŝƐ�ĚŝƐŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ͘͟�
�������Ͷ�ďƵ��ĂŬƌ�
�
�
���͞,ŽŶĞƐƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ�ĂƌĞ�ĂďƐŽůƵƚĞůǇ�ĞƐƐĞŶƟĂů�ĨŽƌ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ�ŝŶ�ůŝĨĞͶĂůů�ĂƌĞĂƐ�ŽĨ�ůŝĨĞ͘���
����������dŚĞ�ƌĞĂůůǇ�ŐŽŽĚ�ŶĞǁƐ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂŶǇŽŶĞ�ĐĂŶ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ�ďŽƚŚ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ͘�
��������Ͷ�ŝŐ��ŝŐůĂƌ�
�
�
����͞dŚĞ�ƟŵĞ�ŝƐ�ĂůǁĂǇƐ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ƚŽ�ĚŽ�ǁŚĂƚ�ŝƐ�ƌŝŐŚƚ͘͟�
���������ͶDĂƌƟŶ�>ƵƚŚĞƌ�<ŝŶŐ�
�
�
ᬠ���͞�ŶǇŽŶĞ�ǁŚŽ�ĚŽĞƐŶ͛ƚ�ƚĂŬĞ�ƚƌƵƚŚ�ƐĞƌŝŽƵƐůǇ�ŝŶ�ƐŵĂůů�ŵĂƩĞƌƐ�ĐĂŶŶŽƚ�ďĞ�ƚƌƵƐƚĞĚ��
����������ŝŶ�ůĂƌŐĞ�ŽŶĞƐ�ĞŝƚŚĞƌ͘ ͟��

��������Ͷ�ůďĞƌƚ��ŝŶƐƚĞŝŶ�

�
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ඹ��,Žǁ�ĐĂŶ�ŚĂǀŝŶŐ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ��
��������ĂŶƟ�ďƵůůǇŝŶŐ͍�

ය��tŚǇ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚĞůů�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌƵƚŚ�
��������ĞǀĞŶ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�ĚŝĸĐƵůƚ�ĐŝƌĐƵŵƐƚĂŶĐĞƐ͍��

ර��tŚĞŶ�ĚŝĚ�ǇŽƵ�ƐŚŽǁ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ�ďǇ�ƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ƵƉ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞ�ŝŶ͍�
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>ŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�ĞĂĐŚ�ƋƵŽƚĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ͘�tƌŝƚĞ�ĚŽǁŶ�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�Žƌ�ŶŽƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĂŐƌĞĞ�
ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵŽƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�ǁŚĂƚ�ŝƚ�ŵĞĂŶƐ�ƚŽ�ǇŽƵ͘�

��͞/ŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�ƚĞůůŝŶŐ�ŵǇƐĞůĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌƵƚŚ͘��ŶĚ�ŚŽŶĞƐƚǇ�ŝƐ�ƚĞůůŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌƵƚŚ�ƚŽ��
����������ŽƚŚĞƌ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ͘͟�
����������ʹ�^ƉĞŶĐĞƌ�:ŽŚŶƐŽŶ�
�
�
ය��͞/ŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�ŶŽƚ�ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�ƐŚŽǁ�ŽƚŚĞƌƐ͘�/ƚ�ŝƐ�ŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵ�ďĞŚĂǀĞ�ďĞŚŝŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�
�����������ďĂĐŬ͘͟ ��
���������Ͷ�ŶŽŶǇŵŽƵƐ��
�
�
ර��͞,ĂǀĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĂǇ�ŶŽ͘�,ĂǀĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ�ƚŽ�ĨĂĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌƵƚŚ͘��Ž�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ƚŚŝŶŐ�
�����������ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ƌŝŐŚƚ͘�dŚĞƐĞ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŐŝĐ�ŬĞǇƐ�ƚŽ�ůŝǀŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ůŝĨĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ͘͟��
��������ʹ�t͘��ůĞŵĞŶƚ�^ƚŽŶĞ�
�
�
���͞EŽ�ŵĂƩĞƌ�ŚŽǁ�ĞĚƵĐĂƚĞĚ͕�ƚĂůĞŶƚĞĚ͕�ƌŝĐŚ�Žƌ�ĐŽŽů�ǇŽƵ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ͕�ŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵ��
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Procedures:
Explain to students that this lesson will discuss activities and behaviors in the workplace 
that lead to being terminated. Tell the students that part of being a working adult is recog-
nizing the responsibility that comes with your career. 

Discuss the following behaviors/activities that can lead to termination:

1. Taking office supplies, such as pens or paper

2. Using company money or resources for personal use 

3. Not learning what your responsibilities or duties are

4. Complaining about your job or coworkers

5. Writing about your job on blogs or social networks

6. Letting your personal life interfere with your job

7. Taking long lunches or leaving early; calling in sick too often

8. Gossiping

9. Using your work computer for personal use—instant messaging, internet

Ask students for ideas of more behaviors that would not be appropriate for the  workplace. 
Also ask the students if there are any behaviors they want to discuss to determine whether 
they are appropriate.

Activity 1: Pass out the Inappropriate Behaviors worksheet. Explain to students they are to 
read the list of behaviors and circle the ones they believe are not appropriate for the work-
place. After students have had time to complete the worksheet, discuss it with the class and 
clarify any misconceptions they may have about any of the behaviors. 

Career Education Focus: 
1. Identifying proper behavior for the workplace

2. Developing professional standards

3. Analyzing inappropriate workplace behavior

Related Standards: English/language arts

Lesson Objectives: 
1. Assess activities and behavior that lead to being terminated

2. Evaluate inappropriate behaviors in the workplace

3. Evaluate inappropriate behaviors

Materials: Inappropriate Behavior worksheet, Correcting Behaviors worksheet, 
pens and pencils

New
Avoiding Termination
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Activity 2: Pass out the Correcting Behaviors worksheet. Explain to students they are to 
read the scenarios and correct the behaviors they think are not appropriate. After students 
have had enough time to complete the worksheet, ask for volunteers to share their answers. 

Assessment: Make sure all students have completed both worksheets thoroughly 
and accurately. 

Reflection: Lead a class discussion on lessons learned. What are some inappropriate 
behaviors in the workplace? What are appropriate behaviors in the workplace?
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ACTIVITY 1
Inappropriate Behaviors

Circle behaviors you think are inappropriate for the workplace. 

• Arriving to work 15 minutes late.

• Bringing a doctor’s note to work after you have called in sick.

• Offering to help your coworker with a project.

• Instant messaging your friends when you don’t have any work to do.

• Complaining to your coworkers about your boss.

• Asking your boss if you can talk to them about a problem you’re having in 
the office.

• Calling in sick because you were up late the night before.

• Telling your coworker you can’t help them because it’s not part of your job.

• Waiting until your lunch break to talk to your coworker about your plans for 
the weekend.

• Writing a message on Facebook or tweeting about your coworker who  
was fired.

• Asking your boss if you can help with anything when you have finished 
your work.
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ACTIVITY 2
Correcting Behavior

Read the following scenarios and use the space provided to write what the worker 
did wrong and what they should have done instead. 

Shannon was on her way back to work from her lunch break. As she drove back, 
she noticed her favorite store was having a sale. She stopped at the store and 
browsed for a while before eventually returning to work. Shannon ended up being 
30 minutes late. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Jacob has been frustrated with his new boss at work. He thinks his boss doesn’t 
like him because he won’t trust Jacob with more responsibility. After one of 
Jacob’s coworkers was given a promotion instead of Jacob, he logged onto his 
Facebook page and posted a message describing how mean his boss was. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Tom is taking college classes at night while working in the office during the day. 
One day he didn’t have his homework ready for class, so while at work he did his 
homework at his desk. When he was about to leave for class, he realized he didn’t 
have a pen or notebook for class, so he went to the supply closet in the office and 
took a pen and notebook to use in class. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Michael is working on an important project at his desk that he has to finish by the 
end of the day. He stops to check his email and sees he has an email from his best 
friend. Michael notices that his boss has gone to lunch, so he logs onto his instant 
message program and talks to his friend for the next hour until his boss gets back 
from lunch. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Procedures:
Explain to the group that there will be times in their career when they will have to make a 
decision to be proactive or reactive. Ask the group if they know the definitions of “proac-
tive” and “reactive.” Explain that “reactive” refers to an action caused by being stressed or 
upset. Explain that “proactive” refers to an action done in anticipation of a future problem 
or need. Ask for a volunteer from the group to restate the definitions in their own words to 
ensure they understand. 

Tell the students that even though they are learning about being proactive to help them deal 
with difficult situations in their career, the same principles can be applied now to conflicts 
with their teachers and/or classmates at school. Ask the students to volunteer experiences 
they have had with conflict at school—without naming names. Ask them to share with the 
group, if they feel comfortable, how they dealt with the conflict. Share examples from your 
personal experience about times that you have had to deal with a difficult situation in work 
or school. After sharing with the group what the conflict was, ask the group if they can 
come up with both proactive and reactive ways to deal with the conflict. 

Explain to the students that it is important to learn to be proactive in order to be mature and 
professional. Tell the students that many times one reactive response leads to even more 
reactive responses from other people, but a proactive response can stop a conflict before it 
gets out of hand. 

Activity 1: Pass out the Proactive or Reactive worksheet. Explain to students that they 
need to read both of the scenarios and determine if the person acted proactively or reac-
tively. Tell them to write their answer in the space provided and explain why they chose 
their answer. 

New
Becoming A Proactive Worker

Career Education Focus: 
1. Analyzing workplace conflict

2. Contrasting appropriate and inappropriate workplace behaviors

Related Standards: English/language arts, technology, social studies

Lesson Objectives: 
1. Differentiate between “proactive” and “reactive” 

2. Examine and analyze conflict scenarios

3. Rewrite reactive statements as proactive statements

Materials: Proactive or Reactive worksheet, Be Proactive Instead worksheet, 
pens and pencils
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Activity 2: Pass out the Be Proactive Instead worksheet. Explain to students they should 
read each reactive statement and rewrite it to make a proactive statement. Use the sample 
group of answers if the students are struggling with the exercise.

Assessment: Check to make sure all students have completed both worksheets  accurately 
and thoroughly.

Reflection: Lead a class discussion on lessons learned. What does it mean to be  
proactive? What does it mean to be reactive? Why is it better to be proactive?
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ACTIVITY 1
Proactive or Reactive

Read the following scenarios and decide if they were handled in a proactive or 
reactive way. Explain why you picked your answer. 

Kate and Juliet have been best friends for several years. One morning when they 
are riding the bus to school, Kate is excited to tell Juliet about her birthday pres-
ents from the night before. Juliet acts happy for Kate and the two spend the bus 
ride talking about Kate’s birthday presents. Later that same day, Kate overhears 
Juliet telling one of their other friends about how rude Kate was for “bragging” 
about her birthday presents during the entire bus ride. 

During the bus ride home, Kate apologizes to Juliet for spending the bus ride that 
morning talking about her new things without letting Juliet know she overheard her 
earlier. Kate then asks Juliet what she wants to talk about on the way home. 

Was Kate proactive or reactive? How can you tell? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Best friends Jack and John are on the school basketball team. One day at prac-
tice, all of the other players come up to Jack and tell him they heard that he 
doesn’t like any of them. Jack tells them he wants to be friends with them and has 
never said anything bad about them. The other players tell him what John told 
them, that Jack didn’t like any of them. 

Jack is angry at John for spreading a rumor about him. He decides he is going to 
get back at John by spreading a mean rumor about him. 

Was Jack proactive or reactive? How can you tell? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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ACTIVITY 2
Be Proactive Instead

Rewrite each of these reactive statements into a more positive,  proactive decision. 

I’ll try if I have time. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

That’s just the way I am.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

You don’t know what you’re talking about. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

I can’t to do this. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

You ruined my weekend. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Possible answers to the preceding statements: 

I’ll try if I have time. (I will make time for this because it’s important.)

That’s just the way I am. (I can work toward being a better and more 
mature person.)

You don’t know what you’re talking about. (I should listen because you may know 
more about this than I do.) 

I can’t do this. (I will practice and keep trying until I can do this.)

You ruined my weekend. (I can still have a good weekend even though you are in a 
bad mood.)


